
Faronics Deep Freeze has a well established record of helping 
SMEs and Large Enterprises maximize their IT productivity and 
achieve operational continuity through its patented ‘reboot to 
restore’ technology.

Deep Freeze for Corporate 
Environments

The IT staff used to travel at the drop of a hat when something 
broke at remote sites, now they don't have to do that. With Deep 
Freeze, we are able to centrally manage all our IT assets.

Michael Howes, SkyWest Airlines



SkyWest Airlines
SkyWest required a solution that could enable them to manage 
700 computers remotely and perform maintenance easily. 

TThe company leverages computers in both its airline divisions, 
which are also used for recording aircraft maintenance and 
training sessions. The computers are housed within the training 
labs and scattered kiosk sites throughout airports. 

Deep Freeze Enterprise reduced time and expenditure spent on 
troubleshooting computers and traveling.

Freedom First Credit Union
Freedom First’s IT team was searching for ways to minimize the 
time they spent on troubleshooting IT issues and to significantly 
reduce the impact on employee productivity that occurred when 
their endpoint computers were compromised. Computers that 
required reimaging were often unavailable for several hours.

AAfter Faronics Deep Freeze was implemented, IT could simply 
reboot the workstations every evening to eradicate any possible 
IT issues and provide their end users a pristine workstation.

Adobe
Adobe chose Faronics Deep Freeze as the solution to manage 
the Macs used in the training labs at their flagship event ‘Adobe 
Max 2014’, maintaining operational efficiency of the training lab 
used for delivering hands-on training to 5000+ attendees.

DDeep Freeze enabled the Adobe IT team achieve their mandate 
of turning around the labs within 30 minutes.

DolEx
DolEx uses Faronics Deep Freeze to reduce interruptions to the 
check-out process and ensure steady back-end operations, all 
with a simple reboot, guaranteeing uptime for several hundred 
unique retail sites.
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